Every year, we receive numerous requests from NYCON members for access to the latest Nonprofit Salary and Benefits study through the Nonprofit Times. This very comprehensive study is compiled by Bluewater Nonprofit Solutions and covers more than 300 job titles and countless benefits. Anyone who has purchased this report knows how in-depth and high quality the study is and how useful it can be when hiring new employees or restructuring benefits packages. NYCON works closely with both the Nonprofit Times and Bluewater each cycle to ensure this survey and report is a success.

On years when we are fortunate to get a large enough data sample, Bluewater and Nonprofit Times will publish a NEW YORK STATE Salary and Benefits Report. In general, we have found that this compilation of state-specific data is what our members find most valuable, as compared to the national report. It’s not as though the national report isn’t a great resource - however, we know first-hand that New York is a very unique state, with the city’s data in stark contrast to upstate. As such, it is ideal for everyone when we are able to submit enough data to generate a New York State Salary and Benefits report.

Looking for a New York State Specific Salary Report? We Need Your Help to Make it Happen!

Last year, we were unable to gather a data set large enough to compile such a report, much to the chagrin of our members. However, the 2018 Salary Survey has just been released, and this is our chance to make sure we can get a New York State report in October of this year.

Please take the Salary and Benefits Survey via the link below, and please send the link to all of your nonprofit friends. We need AT LEAST 200 nonprofits to participate in order to generate a New York Salary and Benefits Report.

Nonprofits who complete the survey will receive:

- A Free Executive Summary of the Report
- 50% Off the Full Salary and Benefits Survey

PLEASE TAKE SURVEY NOW